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Cognitive and brain reserve predict decline in adverse driving behaviors among cognitively normal older adults
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Daily driving is a multi-faceted, real-world, behavioral measure of cognitive functioning requiring multiple cognitive domains working synergistically to complete this instrumental activity of daily living. As the global population of older adult continues to grow, motor vehicle crashes become more frequent among this demographic. Cognitive reserve (CR) is the brain’s adaptability or functional robustness despite damage, while brain reserve (BR) refers the structural, neuroanatomical resources. This study examined whether CR and BR predicted changes in adverse driving behaviors in cognitively normal older adults. Cognitively normal older adults (Clinical Dementia Rating 0) were enrolled from longitudinal studies at the Knight Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center at Washington University. Participants (n=186) were ≥65 years of age, required to have Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data, neuropsychological testing data, and at least one full year of naturalistic driving data prior to the beginning of COVID-19 lockdown in the United States (March 2020) as measured by Driving Real World In-vehicle Evaluation System (DRIVES). Findings suggest numerous changes in driving behaviors over time were predicted by increased hippocampal and whole brain atrophy, as well as lower CR scores as proxied by the Wide Range Achievement Test 4. These changes indicate that those with lower BR and CR are more likely to reduce their driving exposure and limit trips as they age and may be more likely to avoid highways where speeding and aggressive maneuvers frequently occur.
1. Introduction

Motor vehicle crashes are the eight leading causes of death globally, across all age groups (Rosen et al., 2022). In the United States, motor vehicle crashes are the second leading cause of death from unintentional injuries among adults aged 65+ (Rosen et al., 2022). Driving is the ultimate expression of function requiring multiple domains working concertedly (sensory, motor, visual, cognitive processes) to complete this complex instrumental activity of daily living (IADL: Babulal, 2022). The risk of a crash, decline in health, or family concerns may influence the decision to retire from driving (Campbell et al., 1993; O’neill et al., 2000). Driving retirement may reduce the risk of crashes and resulting fatalities; however, this creates an elevated risk of psychosocial sequelae such as depression, isolation, and admission to institutional care (Freeman et al., 2006; Edwards et al., 2009; Qin et al., 2020). To reduce the risk of motor vehicle crash fatalities without increasing driving retirement, some older adults may begin to regulate driving behaviors to maintain their independence. This may include trip reduction, driving at specific times, or avoiding highways/high-traffic roads. Due to an anticipated growth of older adult drivers over the next three decades, it is more important to consider options to preserve driver safety and monitor decline in driving behavior (Pollack, 2005).

Cognitive reserve (CR) and brain reserve (BR) are promising constructs postulated to explain why differences in aging outcomes persist in the presence of cognitive decline or neurological diseases like dementia. CR is considered to be the breadth of memory and thinking abilities, including flexibility and adaptability of attentional processes (conscious and subconscious) commonly subserving daily function (i.e., work, play, and leisure; Stern et al., 2020). Conversely, BR refers to physical and neuroanatomical structures of the brain (Stern et al., 2020). More simply, CR can be conceptualized as the brain’s software, while BR is the hardware, both functioning synergistically to support human function. Since CR can be quantitatively measured via brain volume or neuronal count, it is often simpler to compare BR values than CR in aging studies. CR measurement relies on common proxies (e.g., education, literacy, and occupational attainment) that evaluates sociobehavioral components which may contribute to individual reserve (Tucker and Stern, 2011; Stern et al., 2020). However, these proxies are often conducted via collateral source or self-report and may not allow for the objective investigation of CRs impact on complex tasks such as driving.

Driving provides a novel medium to examine the breadth and depth of cognitive functioning. In a study examining IADL and cognition, better scores on timed measures were associated with increased scores on the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale-Second Edition, while increased awareness of self-reported IADL performance was also associated with higher levels of CR (Suchy et al., 2011). Older adults with high CR seem to have an increased awareness of their deficits and can implement compensatory strategies early, which may be effective during more serious decline (Suchy et al., 2011). A recent study from Milan, Italy assessed healthy, community-residing older adults’ fitness to drive and found that higher CR (education as proxy) was associated with improved driving skills such as processing speed and decision speed when assessing cognitively normal older adults’ fitness to drive (Balzarotti et al., 2021). Another study that investigated age-related decline on driving via a driving simulator demonstrated that older adults with higher scores on a cognitive battery assessing logical reasoning, spatial visualization, processing speed, executive control, and perceptual-motor skills were able to alter their speed and time-to-stop (headway) more quickly (Andrews and Westerman, 2012). One proposed explanation is that older adults may strategically compensate, selecting driving conditions and parameters that reduce task demands, such as reducing night driving or avoiding heavy traffic areas. Since awareness of deficits is associated with CR level, performance in daily living tasks may also be impacted by CR. However, generalizability to daily driving behavior is limited since the extant literature assessed how simulated driving and road testing are impacted by cognitive reserve. There is a significant gap in the literature that examines complex human function (i.e., IADLs) and CR/BR beyond prototypical neuropsychological tasks. Additionally, prior studies have sought to determine differences in cognitive function that may contribute to adverse driving behaviors among cognitively normal older adults with and without preclinical Alzheimer’s disease and found no significant difference (Roe et al., 2017a,b). Furthermore, research has investigated associations between several cognitive substrates and driving decline in relation to driving behavior and have found unreliable relationships (Aschenbrenner et al., 2022). Therefore, the present study seeks to fill a gap in literature that is necessary to better understand if CR and BR constructs contribute to changes of the complex IADL of driving. The present study chose not to propose mechanisms that could impact driving ability since naturalistic driving is a novel and highly variable task that is measured in real time with unpredictable events that influence driver response.

Recent advances in telematics and global position systems (GPS) technology have produced affordable and unobtrusive dataloggers that allow tracking of individual vehicles and the acquisition of daily driving data via velocity, spatial, and temporal characteristics (Babulal et al., 2016). In this study, we investigate the relationship between CR, via-a-vie a reading fluency task and longitudinal naturalistic driving behaviors measured via an in-vehicle data logger. We also investigate the relationship...
between daily driving and BR evaluated by hippocampal and whole brain volume quantified via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). We hypothesize that older drivers with lower CR and BR at baseline will demonstrate less self-regulation (e.g., lower miles driven) and have an increase in adverse driving behavior over time, such as over speeding and hard braking.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Participants were enrolled in longitudinal aging and driving studies at the Knight Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center (ADRC) at Washington University School of Medicine. Participants included in this study were at least 65 years of age or older, were cognitively normal at baseline as evaluated by a 0 on the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR®, Morris, 1993), and did not progress upon subsequent follow-up assessment. Additionally, participants had their magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) within 2 years of enrollment in the longitudinal driving study. Participants self-reported driving at least once per week and had naturalistic driving data available for at least for one full year to account for seasonality and daylight time changes. Additionally, longitudinal methods were implemented to investigate intraindividual change over time as one continues to drive. All data were limited to 3/31/2020 to exclude the effects of pandemic guidelines (e.g., lockdown, restrictions, shelter-in-place) on driving behavior (Roe et al., 2021). Additionally, all participants either self-identified as white or Black for race.

2.2. Naturalistic driving

A datalogger (Azuga G2 Tracking device) was installed into each participant’s vehicle’s onboard diagnostic port (OBDII). Driving behavior was continuously collected and for a given “trip,” defined as ignition start to ignition off, data collected includes the date, time, vehicle speed, latitude and longitude, and adverse events such as speeding, hard braking, and sudden acceleration. We have used the Driving Real-World In-Vehicle Evaluation System (DRIVES; Babulal et al., 2016, 2019; Roe et al., 2019) to examine various metrics, including the total number of trips, the average distance traveled, number of night trips taken, number of trips across multiple distances from their home, idle time, over speeding, hard braking, and sudden acceleration. Idle time reflects the amount of time a vehicle is started in park but not moving. Over speeding events are defined as a speed six MPH or more over the posted speed limit. Hard braking is defined as a sudden decrease in speed of eight MPH or more per second. Sudden acceleration defined as an increase in speed of eight MPH or more per second. Over speeding, hard braking, and speeding were conceptualized as adverse driving behavior.

2.3. Cognitive reserve

The Word Reading subtest (the blue form) of the Wide Range Achievement Test 4 (WRAT 4) served as a proxy for cognitive reserve (Tucker and Stern, 2011; Barulli and Stern, 2013). The Word Reading subtest is administered annually during an office testing session. In the subtest, the participant is asked to read 55 words aloud to the administrator. The participant reads until they have incorrectly pronounced 10 words consecutively at which point the task is discontinued or have finished the list (Wilkinson and Robertson, 2006). WRAT 4 scores were compared via dichotomized groups with those performing amongst the top two thirds of the sample being considered high performers and those performing amongst the bottom third being considered poor performers. The WRAT Reading subtest has been utilized, validated, and commonly used as a proxy for CR amongst older adults in previous research (Siedlecki et al., 2009; Brickman et al., 2011; Baker et al., 2017).

2.4. Brain reserve

An MRI was completed on a 3T Tesla using a research imaging protocol that is based upon the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI), which includes a high-resolution T1 MPRAGE for assessment of brain structures to produce normalized whole brain volume (WBV) and hippocampal volume (HV) measurements. Prior to analysis, HV was normalized to account for differences in head size. The procedure consisted of computing the mean intracranial volume (ICV) for the sample, and then conducting a regression analysis with ICV as the sole independent variable and participants’ HV (the sum of right and left HV) as the dependent variable. The β-weight was then used to compute participants’ normalized HV using the following equation: normalized HV = raw HV – β-weight × (participant’s ICV – sample mean ICV); Buckner et al., 2004. These elements are part of standard clinical brain MRIs. All MRIs were reviewed by board-certified neuroradiologists. WBV and HV were determined by the neuroradiologist based on standard clinical assessment. Details of the structural brain MRI and radiological assessment are available in prior publications (Koenig et al., 2021, 2022). WBV and HV were each assessed dichotomously, comparing the top two thirds with the bottom third where the lower group represented increased atrophy.

2.5. Cognitive assessment

All participants were administered an annual comprehensive clinical and cognitive assessment. A trained clinician rated the participant for presence and severity of dementia symptoms using the CDR® (Morris, 1993). The cognitive battery consists of several assessments of cognitive functioning and included the following assessments: the free recall test from the Free and Cued Selective
Reminding test (Grober et al., 1988) to measure episodic memory; Trail Making Parts A and B (Armitage, 1946) to measure processing speed, and Animal Naming (Tombaugh et al., 1999) to measure semantic fluency. Each cognitive test was z-scored to the baseline cognitive assessment, defined as the cognitive assessment nearest a participant’s enrollment into the driving study, and were averaged to form a composite score.

2.6. Statistical analysis

The reserve markers were dichotomized using the first tertile and the top two tertiles to classify participants into lower/higher risk groups, respectively. Descriptive statistics summarized key demographics variables and compared risk groups using independent t-test or χ² test, McNemar’s test assessed the concordance of the three markers for classifying participants into lower/higher risk. Longitudinal data analyses assumed a linear relationship between aggregated monthly naturalistic driving variables and the markers. A random coefficients model (linear mixed model) was used to predict the average rate of change in the driving outcomes based on the groups adjusting for age (centered at the sample mean), education, and gender. This model allowed y-intercepts and slopes (monthly rate of change) to vary randomly between participants and fitted a separate regression line for each participant. The y-intercept generated from the linear mixed model estimated the mean of a driving variable at the beginning of data collection (baseline). The interaction between marker group and time was considered for testing for slope difference over time, and the model examined whether there was a difference at the y-intercept. Predicted means of the driving variables of each participant were obtained from the random coefficients model, and locally weighted scatter plot smoothing was applied to visualize the estimated y-intercept and slope change over time between groups. Sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine if accounting for education would impact the slope models. Akaike information criterion (AIC) as a model fit statistics was compared between the random coefficients model with and without including education. The random coefficients model including education yielded smaller AIC and thus was selected. All statistical analyses were two-tailed at a significance level of 0.05 and performed with SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

3. Results

A total of 186 older adults met inclusion criteria. On average, participants were in their early 70’s, well-educated, non-Hispanic white, and had similar sex distribution (Table 1). Longitudinal driving was present for over 4 years with a mean centering around 2 years. The WRAT was moderately correlated with CR (r = 0.52; p < 0.0001) but not the two measures of BR (HV [r = -0.07; p = 0.3009] WBV [r = 0.02; p = 0.7264]). There was a moderate correlation between CR and BR (r = 0.61; p < 0.0001). There were no statistically significant differences between males and females found for the WRAT (p = 0.7385), HV (p = 0.3155), and WBV (p = 0.6774). Two-sample t-test showed that no significant differences across age for high and low performers on the WRAT (p = 0.9367). However, a statistically significant difference was found across age between those with lower and higher values of HV (p < 0.0001) and WBV (p < 0.0001). Significant differences were found for education level between high and low performers on the WRAT (p < 0.0001), as well as those with low and high values of HV (p = 0.0258). Lastly, statistically significant differences for cognitive composite score were found for those with low and high values of only WBV (p = 0.0146) but not for WRAT 4 (p = 0.0844) or HV (p = 0.1493). The random coefficient models were conducted in which numerous slope models for driving metrics were found to be statistically significant (Table 2).

3.1. Driving behavior

Lower HV and WBV were found to predict increased idle time across follow-up (p = 0.0005; p < 0.0001), compared to those without atrophy (Figure 1). Additionally, lower performers on the WRAT 4 were also found to have increased idle time (p = 0.0012) compared to high performers. Participants with lower HV and WBV experienced a significant decrease in over speeding at a greater rate of change compared to those without HV or normalized WBV atrophy (p = 0.0035; p = 0.0003). Poor performers on the WRAT 4 also showed a significant decrease in over speeding compared to high performers (p = 0.0035). Poor performers on the WRAT 4 showed a statistically significant decrease in hard braking over time (p = 0.0180), while WRAT 4 high performers showed little to no change in hard braking behavior over time. Comparatively, decreased HV and WBV were found to predict significant decreases in adverse driving behaviors over time (p = 0.0016; p < 0.0001). Those with decreased HV and WBV show a greater change longitudinally. The same was found for poor performers on the WRAT 4 (p = 0.0024).

3.2. Driving frequency

While both high and low performers across HV and WBV showed a decrease in trips taken during the day, those with an absence of atrophy showed a steeper decline in daytime trips over time (p < 0.0001; p < 0.0001; Figure 2). For WRAT 4 high performers, a steeper decline in daytime trips overtime was also found (p < 0.0001). Conversely, those with increased atrophy in HV and WBV showed a steeper increase in nighttime trips over time (p = 0.0003; p = 0.0002) compared to those with lower levels of atrophy. A steeper increase in nighttime trips overtime was also found (p = 0.0004) for poor performers on the WRAT 4. Although both groups across HV and WBV showed an increase in trips taken daily with variability in start and end time, those with increased atrophy show a more significant increase in variability.
TABLE 1 Baseline demographics (N=186)*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>WRAT 4</th>
<th>WBV</th>
<th>HV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>73.77 ± 4.98</td>
<td>73.64 ± 4.92</td>
<td>73.70 ± 5.12</td>
<td>75.93 ± 5.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>16.66 ± 2.21</td>
<td>17.48 ± 1.88</td>
<td>15.28 ± 2.03**</td>
<td>16.57 ± 2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women, N (%)</td>
<td>100 (53.76%)</td>
<td>64 (34.41%)</td>
<td>36 (19.35%)</td>
<td>68 (36.56%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, Caucasian, N (%)</td>
<td>160 (86.02%)</td>
<td>108 (58.06%)</td>
<td>52 (27.96%)</td>
<td>109 (58.60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow up time (years)</td>
<td>2.16 ± 0.79</td>
<td>2.12 ± 0.80</td>
<td>2.23 ± 0.77</td>
<td>2.10 ± 0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive composite (z-score)</td>
<td>−3.23E-11 ± 0.7197</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.64</td>
<td>−0.13 ± 0.82</td>
<td>−0.19 ± 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRAT 4, Low Performers, N (%)</td>
<td>69 (37.10%)</td>
<td>62 (33.33%)</td>
<td>61 (32.80%)</td>
<td>61 (32.80%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± Standard Deviation or count (percentage). Note: WRAT 4 (Cognitive Reserve), WBV (Whole brain volume, Brain Reserve), HV (Hippocampal volume, Brain Reserve). The (+) slope values refer to increased volume of brain structure in the Whole Brain Volume and Hippocampal Volume (Brain Reserve) sections as well as higher performance in the WRAT 4 (Cognitive Reserve) section. While the (−) slope values refer to increased atrophy of brain structure and poorer performance on the WRAT 4. *p < 0.0001; **p < 0.001; *p < 0.05.

TABLE 2 Change over time as predicted by slopes of daily driving outcomes by three groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WRAT 4</th>
<th>Whole Brain Volume</th>
<th>Hippocampal Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRAT 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle Time</td>
<td>0.5063</td>
<td>0.1604</td>
<td>0.3888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Overspeeding</td>
<td>−0.0010</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>−0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Hard Braking</td>
<td>−0.0001</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>−0.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Adverse</td>
<td>−0.0009</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>−0.0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Trips</td>
<td>−0.3057</td>
<td>0.0779</td>
<td>−0.3323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night Trips</td>
<td>0.3191</td>
<td>0.1020</td>
<td>0.3517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed trips</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole Brain Volume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle Time</td>
<td>0.9179</td>
<td>0.2137</td>
<td>0.2637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Overspeeding</td>
<td>−0.0394</td>
<td>0.0144</td>
<td>−0.0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Hard Braking</td>
<td>−0.0007</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>−0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Adverse</td>
<td>−0.0018</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>−0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Trips</td>
<td>−0.4393</td>
<td>0.1134</td>
<td>−0.2724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night Trips</td>
<td>0.2018</td>
<td>0.1436</td>
<td>0.4036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed trips</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>0.0089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampal Volume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle Time</td>
<td>0.6104</td>
<td>0.2215</td>
<td>0.4087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Overspeeding</td>
<td>−0.0010</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>−0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Hard Braking</td>
<td>−0.0005</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>−0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Adverse</td>
<td>−0.0011</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>−0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Trips</td>
<td>−0.3187</td>
<td>0.1132</td>
<td>−0.3176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night Trips</td>
<td>0.3990</td>
<td>0.1478</td>
<td>0.3115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed trips</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The (+) slope values refer to increased volume of brain structure in the Whole Brain Volume and Hippocampal Volume (Brain Reserve) sections as well as higher performance in the WRAT 4 (Cognitive Reserve) section. While the (−) slope values refer to increased atrophy of brain structure and poorer performance on the WRAT 4. *Each variable represents the mean number per trip.
FIGURE 1
Longitudinal change in adverse driving outcomes across groups where x-axis represents the number of months (0–50) and y-axis represents the predicted mean in driving outcome (A–I).

FIGURE 2
Longitudinal change in driving frequency outcomes across groups where x-axis represents the number of months (0–50) and y-axis represents the predicted mean in driving outcome (A–I).
As we age, neuronal loss results in atrophy of areas like the hippocampus and cortical regions (O’bannon et al., 1994; Morrison and Hof, 1997). Furthermore, results from this study support that BR and CR as proxied by scores on the WRAT 4 may be rather comparable as our results were nearly identical across reserve constructs. This suggests that BR may be more easily assessed through reading fluency tasks. This has been demonstrated in recent research investigating neural efficiency as a predictor of CR and WBV where it was found that CR and WBV can predict neural efficiency (Argiris et al., 2022). Additionally, past research has viewed CR as an index of neuroplasticity (Bartres-Faz and Arenaza-Urquijo, 2011). Due to the complexities of completing MRI in patient population with metal implants or claustrophobia, easily administered tasks of reading fluency may be more efficient.

Past CR and BR research have focused on specific diseases of aging such as Alzheimer's disease; however longitudinal studies in these pathologies are limited (Groot et al., 2018; Soldan et al., 2020). For example, previous research has shown that individuals in the earliest stages of Alzheimer's disease (CDR 0.5 and 1) can demonstrate impaired driving in attention-related tasks (Duchek et al., 1998; Stein and Dubinsky, 2011). However, this research was conducted utilizing driving simulators (Stein and Dubinsky, 2011). Additionally, Argiris et al. (2022) investigated behavioral tasks such as reaction time, a large component to daily driving behavior, in a small sample of mixed age groups (young adult and older adult) to identify a new proxy for CR and found that this was positively associated with cortical thickness. While these studies investigate CR from the lens of a simulated IADL, they are limited in their findings as they may not necessarily be generalizable to daily driving which is uncontrolled, dynamically changing, and highly variable. The literature examining CR and BR is unable to speak to possible change over time especially in a cognitively normal older adult sample (Soldan et al., 2020; McQuail et al., 2021). Our present study adds an additional layer to the limited literature by addressing both CR and BR in a cognitively normal sample investigating longitudinal change in a complex IADL with naturalistic data.

The current directions in CR/BR literature have advocated for investigation of more complex and specific proxies to better demonstrate the breadth of reserve (Nilsson and Lövdén, 2018; Stern et al., 2020). Prior research suggests that cognitive tasks are not often associated with BR evincing the need for more sensitive measurement (Neth et al., 2020). Our results indicate that cognitive tasks are not predictive of the difference between groups, with the exception of WBV, providing strong evidence that naturalistic IADLs may be more closely aligned as a suitable proxy for CR than previously used cognitive measures and educational proxies. Due to parallel results between CR and BR in longitudinal changes in driving behavior, future research may also begin to utilize naturalistic driving behavior as a proxy for both CR and BR. However, experts in the field suggest utilizing predictive interaction models between naturalistic driving behavior and brain pathology (Stern et al., 2020).

The results showing a more significant decline in adverse driving behaviors for those with decreased HV and WBV may support the mechanism behind the synaptic pruning theory. This theory suggests that more routine or local processes are completed with greater efficiency due to the elimination of redundant synapses (Stephan et al., 2012; Megias et al., 2018). The elimination of synapses that are redundant does not necessarily infer a lack of
learned information but may suggest that more efficient and, quite possibly, stronger synapses are formed for routine or overlearned tasks such as driving. In this study, older drivers with lower brain volume were found to significantly self-regulate their driving behaviors over time which may be attributed to less, but stronger synapses formed due to synaptic pruning. Previous research has shown reduction in brain volume for experts in areas such as playing instruments (Vaguerro et al., 2016) or performing ballet (Nigmatullina et al., 2015). The present study was unable to factor in driving history due to possible recall bias which may have further supported the synaptic pruning theory for driving as a highly learned behavior and IADL. Future research should investigate the impact of length of time and frequency of driving history on both CR/BR in relations to driving behaviors.

The present study examined CR and BR in two groups, investigating the low performers (bottom 1/3) with the high performers (top 2/3), however, several limitations exist. It may be important to consider individuals with a range/continuous CR, instead of a dichotomous group (high and low CR). Due to increased participant burden, cost, and MRI radiological considerations was only conducted at baseline. Future research should further investigate BR with additional detail by incorporating longitudinal MRI data. An increased sample size with more diverse representation (race, ethnicity, education) may assist in further generalizability to the larger population since our sample was majority highly educated, non-Hispanic white individuals. An adult’s experience/exposure with driving over many decades may influence the rate of decline over time which was not captured in this study. However, the intra-individual change captured over the data collection period would account for that experience since the older adults are in driving in their own vehicle and home environments. Future research should build on the limited body of literature regarding the area deprivation index (ADI) that is investigating environmental disadvantages across populations. Past work has shown that it may be easier to build and preserve CR in environments fostering physical, social, and cognitively beneficial activities (Vassilaki et al., 2022). Investigating the built and natural environment’s impact on driving and CR could further clarify the relationship between driving behavior changes and CR. Past research has also shown that maintenance of the functional networks associated with an individual’s ability to interpret and respond to external stimuli could preserve driving abilities overtime (Wisch et al., 2022). Additional work could investigate the relationship between CR and functional connectivity to better understand the maintenance of driving ability for the longevity of older adult drivers.

We sought to understand the relationship between reserve on changes in daily driving (an IADL) using a novel naturalistic methodology. The relationship between driving was explored via BR, through WBV and HV, and CR, as proxied by the WRAT 4. Older drivers with lower levels of CR and BR demonstrated an increase in idle time but reduced incidents of over speeding and adverse behavior. Additionally, these drivers demonstrated an increase in the variability of start and end time of their trips, but especially showed an increase in night trips. Their high performer CR and BR counterparts are more likely to restrict their driving during all times of the day. Driving remains a complex task that hundreds of millions of drivers safely complete on a daily basis. Changes in CR and BR may presage decline in driving and could be leveraged as screening to better characterize patterns in behavior among older drivers.
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